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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on a variant of the Berth Allocation Problem (BAP), which aims at assigning berthing times and
positions to vessels in container terminals. The problem, known as the multi-port berth allocation problem (MPBAP)
extends the BAP to cover multiple ports where vessel traveling speeds are optimized between ports, thus exploiting the
potentials of a collaboration between carriers and terminal operators. Exploiting a graph representation of the problem,
we reformulate an existing mixed-integer problem formulation into a generalized set partitioning problem where each
variable refers to a sequence of feasible berths in the ports visited by the vessel. Integrating column generation and
cut separation in a branch-and-cut-and-price procedure, the method is able to outperform commercial solvers in a set of
benchmark instances and adapts better to larger instances. In addition, we apply methods of cooperative game theory for
distributing efficiently the savings of a potential collaboration and show that both carriers and terminal operators would
benefit from such collaboration.
Keywords: Transportation, Exact methods, Container terminal, Berth allocation problem,
Speed Optimization, Cooperative game theory
1. Introduction
The International Maritime Organization (IMO), in their fourth climate report (IMO, 2020),
reflects on the increase in shipping’s CO2 emissions in the recent years. In the period 2012-
2018 the shipping’s total emissions have increased by 9.6%. This alarming trend puts pressure
on pursuing the strategies adopted by IMO in 2018 for reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from ships (IMO, 2018). The aim is to reduce total emissions from shipping by 50%
in 2050, and to reduce the average carbon intensity by 40% in 2030 and 70% in 2050, compared
to 2008. On the other hand, world maritime trade keeps growing at an annual average of 3%
reaching a record high of 11 billion tons of total volume in 2018 which translates in almost 800
million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) handled in container ports worldwide (UNCTAD,
2019). The trend appears to remain positive in the following years and that calls for the need of
more efficient and sustainable operations in maritime transport logistics (Bektaş et al., 2019).
From the terminal point of view, the growth in container trade can translate to more or larger
vessels arriving at port in need of berthing. One solution to satisfy the increasing demand, is to
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extend the existing quay. This usually requires a rather expensive investment and sometimes it
may not even be feasible. An alternative is to improve the efficiency of the existing resources
through optimization techniques without any costly investment.
The berth planning of a terminal can be modelled mathematically as the Berth Allocation
Problem (BAP). In the BAP, the aim is to assign incoming ships to berth positions along the
terminal. Since berthing space is a scarce resource, this problem is recognized as highly rele-
vant within container terminal planning logistics (Steenken et al., 2004). Figure 1 illustrates the
Figure 1: Example solution of the BAP for a port terminal with four vessels.
problem in a two-dimensional diagram where one dimension is space (i.e. quay length), and the
other one is time (i.e. planning horizon). Each ship is depicted as a rectangle whose dimensions
are the ship length and handling time. The latter is the time spent by the ship at the berth (i.e.
unloading and loading). Ships can arrive before their berth time but they will need to wait at the
port. The entire time spent at the port by the ship (i.e waiting time plus berthing time) is denoted
as the service time. Any non-overlapping disposition of the ship rectangles within the decision
space defines a feasible solution for the BAP.
The BAP variants can be classified depending on how the berths are distributed along the
quay. In the discrete BAP, the quay is divided into a discrete set of berths where only one ship is
allowed to berth at a time whereas in the continuous BAP, the ships can berth anywhere along the
quay as long as they respect a safety distances from the other ships. Furthermore, the BAP can
either be static or dynamic. In the static variant, it is assumed that all ships are at the port when
the berth planning is done whereas in the dynamic version ships can arrive while the planning is
in process.
The increasing volume of container trade together with the up-sizing of the vessels in the
latest years has led to increased competition between container terminals to become the vessels’
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port of call (Notteboom et al., 2017). As a result, most terminals are reticent to share information
and plan their operations independently. Normally, terminals plan the berth allocation based
on the periodic schedules of the ships. Nevertheless, these schedules are subject to a level of
uncertainty. Different types of disruptions can alter the schedules such as weather conditions
or technical faults at the terminal and result in delays. When each terminal does its planning
independently, a delay in one terminal can potentially be propagated through the shipping service
to other ports (Notteboom and Vernimmen, 2009) or incur in higher costs for the carriers (i.e.
shipping lines) if they need to increase their speed. For instance, a vessel stopping in port A and
B encounters a congested terminal when arriving at port A and gets delayed. Then, the carrier
can either speed up to arrive to port B on time, meaning a higher fuel consumption, or arrive late
to port B, forcing the terminal to modify their plan.
A potential solution to avoid this type of scenarios is to establish some form of collaboration
between players in the maritime industry. Collaboration can be established not only between
same type of stakeholders (i.e. between multiple carriers) but also involving more players (i.e.
carriers and terminal operators). Sharing information allows to simultaneously plan the berthing
of the terminals and be able to minimize disruptions and reduce costs and emissions. This is the
goal of what we denote as the multi-port berth allocation problem (MPBAP). This problem aims
at simultaneously planning the berth allocation at multiple ports taking into account the vessels’
speed between ports. Recent studies on this problem indicate that these forms of collaboration
can be cost-effective for all parties involved in the collaboration (Venturini et al., 2017).
This paper further studies the MBPAP by making a quad-fold contribution. First, we present
two new formulations for the MPBAP based on a graph representation. Second, we propose exact
methods based on column generation together with branching, cutting and symmetry breaking
enhancements. Third, we demonstrate the quality of our method comparing it to a commercial
solver and testing it in both a set of benchmark instances from a previous study and a new set
of harder instances. Fourth, we apply savings allocation methods from cooperative game theory
to demonstrate the benefits for both carriers and terminal operators in a scenario of a joint grand
coalition.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We commence with a literature review of the state-
of-the-art studies in Section 2. The MPBAP is described in Section 3 where we present two
mathematical formulations together with the one from Venturini et al. (2017). Our solution
method is presented in Section 4 and is followed in Section 5 by the cooperative game methods
used to effectively distribute the savings of a coalition. Section 6 contains a comparison of
the models’ performance through extensive computational experiments and an analysis of the
cooperative game theory results. The paper concludes in Section 7 with a brief discussions of the
findings and possible future research directions.
2. Literature review
This section has been divided into three. First, we describe the main studies related to the
BAP. Secondly, we cover the literature concerning speed optimization, and the last part focuses
on collaboration studies within the container shipping industry and literature where cooperative
game theory has been applied to it.
2.1. Literature about BAP
The berth allocation problem has received significant attention in the last two decades. Carlo
et al. (2014) and Bierwirth and Meisel (2015) present detailed literature surveys on the seaside
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operations of container terminals such as the BAP where they emphasize the raising interest on
this particular problem in the last years. Lim (1998) showed the BAP is NP-complete and pre-
sented one of the first formulations based on the two-dimensional packing problem. Imai et al.
(2005) conducted the first study considering a continuous BAP and Cordeau et al. (2005) studied
both the discrete and continuous version of the problem and solved them through heuristic meth-
ods. Guan and Cheung (2005) presented a tree search exact method that performed better than
commercial solvers and an efficient composite heuristic method. Du et al. (2015) extended the
problem to also include the effect of tides and presented the virtual arrival policy that is currently
used in many terminals worldwide. Cheong et al. (2010) considered priorities for each of the ves-
sels. The BAP is optimized using an evolutionary algorithm that minimizes the make-span, the
waiting time and the deviation from a reference schedule. Buhrkal et al. (2011) compared three
different methods for the discrete BAP and showed that a generalized set-partitioning model out-
performs the rest. Saadaoui et al. (2015) reformulated the problem into a set packing problem
where variables refer to assignments of ships to berthing positions and solved it using delayed
column generation. In our paper, we combine the applicability of column generation procedures
using a generalized set partitioning problem formulation. Regarding the discretization of the
quay, Kordić et al. (2016) presented a hybrid variant of the BAP where ships can only berth in a
given set of positions. Lalla-Ruiz et al. (2016a) studied how the tides can limit the time available
for ships to berth given their draft and the water depth and solved this variant of the BAP using a
generalized set partitioning problem formulation. Kramer et al. (2019) proposed two new formu-
lations for the discrete BAP: a time-indexed formulation and an arc-flow formulation that seem
to perform better than the methods from Buhrkal et al. (2011). Corry and Bierwirth (2019) pro-
posed a mixed integer problem formulation for the BAP with channel-constrained ports where
the sequencing of channel movements is also optimized.
2.2. Literature about speed optimization
The relation between vessel speed and fuel consumption is non-linear. Since fuel emissions
are directly proportional to the fuel burnt, optimizing sailing speed becomes relevant from carrier
and environmental perspective. The policies of the IMO in the last years have raised debate on
which measures to implement regarding speed optimization, speed reduction or slow steaming.
In that aspect, multiple studies have been done analyzing the aspects and impacts of the different
measures. Based on the scenario of slow steaming, Kontovas and Psaraftis (2011) investigated
a berthing policy that aims at reducing the waiting time at port. Psaraftis and Kontovas (2013),
Wang et al. (2013a), Psaraftis and Kontovas (2015a) and Psaraftis and Kontovas (2015b) pre-
sented taxonomies and surveys on speed models in the maritime transportation sector where the
impacts and main trade-offs of slow steaming are analyzed and decision models proposed. The
potential effect of a bunker levy on bulk carriers is analyzed in Kapetanis et al. (2014). Simula-
tions on a speed optimization model suggested that a flexible fuel levy could have effects both
in long and short term with significant reductions in CO2 emissions. Psaraftis (2019) compared
the impacts of imposing a speed limit and a bunker levy and showed that the latter is more rec-
ommendable to reduce maritime emissions and Zis et al. (2020) further considered the effect of
weather conditions on the sailing speed giving a detailed description of different methodologies
together with a taxonomy of the state-of-the-art research.
Speed optimization has also been integrated in different problems. Fagerholt et al. (2010)
minimized the fuel consumption by optimizing speeds along a shipping route. By discretizing the
arrival times at each port, the cubic function relating speed and fuel emissions can be linearized
and the problem solved as a shortest path problem. Fagerholt et al. (2015) and Zhen et al.
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(2020) extended the route and speed optimization study by also considering emission control
areas (ECAs). Fagerholt et al. (2015) aimed at minimizing the fuel consumption whereas Zhen
et al. (2020) also considered S O2 emissions. Both studies showed that carriers tend to use slow
steaming within ECAs or directly avoid sailing through these areas. Reinhardt et al. (2016)
optimized a liner shipping network by adjusting berth times with the objective of minimizing fuel
consumption. The speed and routing of multiple vessels is optimized in Wen et al. (2017) under
a unified objective that minimizes transit times, total costs and fuel emissions. They implement
a branch-and-price heuristic and a constraint programming model which is tested in a subset
of the Mediterranean ports. Du et al. (2011), Du et al. (2015) and Sun et al. (2018) integrated
speed optimization with the BAP by considering that ships still need to sail a certain distance to
arrive at port. The second-order cone programming transformation used by Du et al. (2011) to
approximate the relation between sailing speed and fuel consumption is improved by quadratic
outer approximations in Wang et al. (2013b). Venturini et al. (2017) extends the integration to
the BAP to multiple ports and optimize the speed of ships between ports.
2.3. Literature about collaboration in the shipping industry
The study of collaborative forms in the container shipping industry has gained interest in
recent years. Song (2003) studied competition and co-operation in ports and coined the term
co-opetition. By integrating speed optimization and BAP and minimizing both fuel consumption
and departure delay at the port, the model presented in Du et al. (2011) acts as a coordination
mechanism between the port and the shipping line showing the potential cost savings for both
stakeholders. Similarly, Sun et al. (2018) defines an iterative negotiation mechanism that consid-
ers the waiting time at port as the indicator for the quality of the berth plan. Wang et al. (2015)
presented two collaborative methods between shipping line companies and port operators where
the aim is to create a win-win situation by balancing the priorities of both parties and encourag-
ing them to share true information. Lalla-Ruiz et al. (2016b) proposes a cooperative search for
the discrete BAP based on a grouping strategy. Individuals are organized into groups where they
can only share information with other individuals from the same group. Notteboom et al. (2017)
investigates alliance formations in container shipping by studying their strategies when choosing
ports. Venturini et al. (2017) introduced the MPBAP for the first time which can be seen as a
problem with a high degree of collaboration. They presented a mixed-integer problem formula-
tion to solve it which is used as a reference for the one presented in this paper. Dulebenets et al.
(2018) presented the collaborative berth allocation problem (CBAP), which is a variation of the
BAP that also allows to divert vessels to another terminal when there is a peak demand, and
solved it using a memetic algorithm. Collaboration is also studied by integrating berth allocation
with other scheduling problems such as ship routing. Pang and Liu (2014) studied such inte-
gration for a feeder company operating both vessels and container terminals and also considered
transhipments.
Game theory has been also widely applied in the container shipping industry (Pujats et al.,
2020). In our paper, the focus is on cooperative game theory where the target is on distribut-
ing the profits or savings among players. The studies vary depending on which are the players
considered (carriers, terminal operators or both) in the cooperation. Song and Panayides (2002)
applied cooperative game theory to depict a conceptual framework for liner shipping alliances
showing that the core theory is applicable to the liner shipping market. Saeed and Larsen (2010)
presented a two-stage cooperative game for container terminals within the Karachi Port in Pak-
istan. The results indicated that a grand coalition among all players gives the best payoff for all
terminals. The work by Krajewska et al. (2008) showed, by means of cooperative game theory,
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that collaboration among road freight carriers is practical and cost-effective for all players. Wen
et al. (2019) studied the benefits of horizontal cooperation in a shipping pool by not only maxi-
mizing the pool profit but also allocating the profits fairly among participants. The profit sharing
framework from Krajewska et al. (2008) and some of the profit allocation methods presented in
Wen et al. (2019) have been used in this study and, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time cooperative game theory is applied to the MPBAP.
3. Problem description
The MPBAP can be seen as an extension of the BAP. Particularly, this study is based on
the discrete and dynamic BAP and it is extended to cover multiple ports where the sailing speed
between ports is optimized. This can be seen as a collaborative approach where the information is
shared among shipping line and terminal companies. The main addition of the MPBAP compared
to the BAP is the optimization of the sailing speed between ports and the simultaneous planning
of multiple ports. As shown in Figure 2, the chosen speed determines the arrival time to the next
port and can, therefore, constrain the available berthing time window further. The MPBAP aims
at minimizing the total costs for both the carriers and terminal operators.
Figure 2: Example solution of the MPBAP for four vessels, two port terminals and three berths per port. EFT denotes
the expected finish time for a given ship (ship 1 in this case) at a berthing position.
3.1. Fuel consumption model
One of the main costs for a carrier is the fuel. The fuel consumption is directly linked to
the sailing speed but not in a linear way. Thus, we need an accurate model that links the sailing
speed with the fuel consumption realistically.
Many studies approximate the fuel consumption as a cubic function of the speed (e.g. Meng







where equation (1) measures the fuel consumption F(s) in tons/hour, sd is the design speed of the
vessel and s is the sailing speed, both measured in knots. Finally, fd is the fuel consumption in
ton/hour at the design speed. This approximation is fairly accurate for container ships of limited
size and for a range of sailing speeds that are not significantly slow. In our study, we optimize
the sailing speed between ports, where we expect speeds similar to the design speed (sd) of the
vessel and we do not consider the fuel consumption derived from entering or leaving a port where
near-zero speeds are used. In order to avoid non-linearity in the mathematical formulation of the
problem, we apply a discretization of the cubic approximation based on the one proposed by
Venturini et al. (2017). A set of different speeds S is defined that can be used by ships to travel
between ports. The set of speeds correspond to reasonable and realistic speeds in a range around
the design speed. Then, for each of the selected speeds δ ∈ S and ship i, a fuel consumption












3.2. Mixed-integer problem formulation. The Venturini et al. (2017) model
The solution method presented in this paper is based on a mixed integer problem (MIP)
formulation from Venturini et al. (2017), which we now briefly present. We first list the notation
used in the model:
Sets and parameters
N Set of ships
P Set of ports
Pi Set of ports to be visited by ship i ∈ N sorted in visiting order
Bp Set of berths at port p ∈ P
V p,b Set of vertices, V p,b = N ∪ {o(p, b), d(p, b)}, with o(p, b) = origin node
for arcs and d(p, b) = destination node for arcs, both defined for every
port p ∈ P and berth b ∈ Bp
Ap,b Set of arcs (i, j) with i, j ∈ V
p,b, i , j
S Set of speeds
S tartpi Minimum starting time of activities for ship i ∈ N at port p ∈ Pi
EFT pi Expected finishing time of activities for ship i ∈ N at port p ∈ Pi
sp,b Starting time of activities for berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ P
ep,b Ending time of activities for berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ P
hp,bi Handling time of ship i ∈ N at berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ P
dp,p′ Distance between pair of subsequent ports p, p′ ∈ P := p ≺ p′
PiL The last port to be visited by ship i ∈ N in the route
γi,δ Fuel consumption per unit of distance for ship i ∈ N at speed δ ∈ S
∆δ Travelling time per unit of distance when travelling at speed δ ∈ S
M1p,b Big-M value, M1p,b = ep,b




Fc Fuel consumption cost





xp,bi, j ∈ B 1 if ship j immediately succeeds ship i at berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ P
where (i, j) ∈ V p,b; 0 otherwise
vi,δi ∈ B 1 if ship i ∈ N sails from port p to port p
′(p, p′ ∈ Pi := p ≺ p′) at speed
δ ∈ S ; 0 otherwise
T p,bi ∈ Z
+ Time at which ship i ∈ N berths at berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ Pi (berthing
start time)
T p,bo(p,b) ∈ Z
+ Time at which berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ Pi starts berthing ships (i.e.
arrival time of the first ship to the berth)
T p,bd(p,b) ∈ Z
+ Time at which berth b ∈ Bp at port p ∈ Pi finishes berthing ships (i.e.
departure time of the last ship from the berth)
T pi ∈ Z
+ Time at which port p ∈ Pi opens activities for ship i ∈ N
∆EFT pi ∈ Z
+ Difference between effective finishing time and EFT pi for ship i ∈ N at
port p ∈ Pi



























































xpbi j = 1 ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi (4)∑
j∈N∪{d(p,b)}
xpbo(p,b) j = 1 ∀p ∈ P,∀b ∈ Bp (5)∑
j∈N∪{o(p,b)}





xpbji = 0 ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi,∀b ∈ Bp (7)




1 − xpbi j
)
M1pb 6 T pbj ∀(i, j) ∈ A
p,b,∀p ∈
{
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 − EFT pi 6 ∆EFT pi ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi (11)∑
b∈Bp
T pbi > T
p








 M2pbi > T pbi ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi,∀b ∈ Bp (13)
T pbo(p,b) > s
pb ∀p ∈ P,∀b ∈ Bp (14)
T pbd(p,b) 6 e
pb ∀p ∈ P,∀b ∈ Bp (15)∑
δ∈S
viδp = 1 ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi\ {Pil} (16)
xpbi j ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A
pb,∀p ∈ P,∀b ∈ Bp
(17)
viδp ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi,∀δ ∈ S (18)
∆EFT pi ,T
p
i > 0 ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi (19)
T pbo(p,b),T
pb
d(p,b) > 0 ∀p ∈ P,∀b ∈ Bp (20)
T pbi > 0 ∀i ∈ N,∀p ∈ Pi,∀b ∈ Bp (21)
The objective function (3) minimizes the cost, both for the terminal operators and the liner
shipping company. It consists of four cost elements, namely, the cost of waiting at the port, the
vessels’ handling cost, the cost of delays, and the total bunker cost. The terminal related com-
ponent covers the minimization of handling costs and delay costs. Delay costs are associated to
every hour of delay beyond the expected finishing time for each ship at each port (∆EFT pi ). The
costs related to the liner company cover the ship idleness costs before berthing (i.e. lost oppor-
tunity cost) and the fuel consumption cost at each leg. The ships’ idle time before berthing is
defined as the positive difference between the berthing start time and the arrival time. Constraints
(4) ensure that each ship berths at only one berth at each port in its route. Constraints (5) and
(6) denote that at each berth and each port, only one arc leaves the origin and one arrives at the
destination respectively. The flow conservation for all arcs at each berth and each port is ensured
by constraint (7). Constraints (8) guarantee that if ship j is berthing right after ship i, it waits
until the handling is completed. The big-M values for these constraints can be tightened to the
time when the berth closes (ep,b). Constraints (9) ensure for each ship that the activities at the
next port in the route do not commence before the ship arrives to the port. The left-hand side of
the constraint computes the arrival time to the next port travelling at a chosen speed. The start of
activities for each ship at each port must also start after the minimum allowed time (S tartpi ) as
indicated in constraints (10). This also ensures that a ship cannot start berthing if it arrives too
early. Both constraints (9) and (10) set a lower bound (LB) for the variable T pi . Constraints (11)
compute and set the delay (∆EFT pi ) for each ship at each port. Constraints (12) ensure that the
berth time of each ship at each port starts after the activities for that ship are open at the port.
The values of the berthing time variables for the not chosen berths are set to 0 by constraints
(13). Constraints (14) and (15) ensure that all berthing periods occur within the time window of
each berth. Constraints (16) ensure that exactly one speed is selected to travel between each pair
of consecutive ports (leg) in the route. The domains for all the decision variables are defined in
(17)-(21).
This formulation contains a few modifications to the original model presented in Venturini
et al. (2017) (referred to as original model). In the original model a set of additional variables
for the arrival of a ship to a port is stated. These variables have been omitted in this formulation
since the arrival time of a ship to the next port in the route is directly dependent on the departure
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time from the previous port and the sailing speed between ports. This calculation is given by the
left-hand side of constraints (9), which then can be used to replace arrival time variables (e.g.
in the objective function). The delay calculation constraints (11) use the berthing time (T p,bi )
instead of the port opening time for the ship (T pi ). The big-M value of constraints (8) is set to the
closing time of the berth (ep,b) instead of ep,b − minc∈(i, j){S tart
p
c }.
Venturini et al. (2017) enhance the original formulation by adding multiple sets of valid in-
equalities. These enhancements have also been implemented for the computational comparison.
The reader is referred to the original publication for additional details.
3.3. Network flow formulation
The MPBAP can also be modeled as a network flow problem using a graph representation
where each node represents a feasible berthing time at each port and berth and arcs enable the
different combinations of berths along the route. This setup allows us to obtain a feasible voyage
for a given ship by choosing a path along the ports in the graph. Figure 3 shows an illustrative
example of such a path. It consists of three ports with either one or two berthing positions in
each of them.
Figure 3: Example of a voyage for ship k in the graph representation. The number in the nodes indicate the berthing time
associated to each node and the number on the arcs denotes the speed level chosen to travel between nodes. Alternative
sailing options between a berthing time in port 1 and port 2 are denoted with dashed arcs. The rest of arcs in the graph
are not displayed for simplicity. The vertical timeline on the right shows the different costs associated with the voyage.
Let G = (O, A) be a directed and acyclic graph formed by the sets of nodes O and arcs A.
Additionaly, we define the subset of arcs Ak ⊆ A which denote the arcs available for a given ship
k ∈ N. Within the node set, we denote o, d ∈ O as artificial source and sink nodes respectively.
Let δ+k (u) be the set of nodes that can be reached by following a single outgoing arc a ∈ A
k
from node u ∈ O for ship k ∈ N. Likewise, let δ−k (u) be the set of nodes that can be reached
by following a single incoming arc a ∈ Ak from node u ∈ O for ship k ∈ N. Additionally, θ(u)
denote the berthing time related to node u ∈ O\{o, d} and let V(p, b) ⊆ O be the set of nodes
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Figure 4: An example of the set C(n, p, b, t) where the nodes depicted belong to V(p, b) and refer to the time instant
directly above. hp,bn denotes the handling time for ship n.
corresponding to port p ∈ P and berth b ∈ Bp. We use the notation [x; y] to define an interval
between x and y where y is included and [x; y) where y is not. For each ship n ∈ N port p ∈ P
berth b ∈ Bp and operating time instant t ∈ [sp,b; ep,b), we define the set C(n, p, b, t) ⊆ V(p, b)
that denote the graph nodes for ship n whose berthing periods cover time t (i.e. nodes that are in
conflict with any ship berthing at time t). This basically corresponds to the nodes of the previous
hp,bn − 1 time instants and including the node related to time t. An example is depicted in Figure
4 and the expression can be stated as follows:
C(n, p, b, t) :=
{
v ∈ V(p, b)
∣∣∣∣θ(v) ∈ [ max (t − hp,bn + 1, sp,b); min (t, ep,b)]}
Finally, let xki, j be a binary variable deciding if arc (i, j) ∈ A
k is selected for ship k ∈ N and






ci, jxki, j (22)∑
j∈δ+k (o)
xko, j = 1 ∀k ∈ N (23)∑
i∈δ−k (d)











xki, j ≤ 1 ∀p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, t ∈ [s
p,b; ep,b) (26)
xki, j ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ N (27)
The objective remains the same, and in this case the objective function (22) minimizes the cost
of the selected arcs. Constraints (23) and (24) ensure that, for each ship, only one arc leaves
from the source node and arrives to the sink node respectively. Constraints (25) enforce flow
conservation ensuring that for each node, except the source and sink ones, there are as many
incoming as outgoing arcs. Constraints (26) avoid overlapping of berthing times in the same
position by at most allowing one ship to be berthing at each time instant. Finally, constraints
(27) define the binary property of the variable.
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3.4. Generalized Set Partitioning Problem formulation
It is noted that all constraints of the network flow formulation (22)-(27) except constraint
(26) are independent between ships. Exploiting the structure of the formulation, we can apply
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (Dantzig and Wolfe (1960)) and transform it into a generalized set
partitioning problem (GSPP) formulation where constraint (26) is handled in the master problem
and each variable (i.e. column) refers to a whole feasible schedule of a ship along its route.
According to Jans (2010), the pure binary nature of the variables of the network flow formu-
lation allows us to impose binary conditions on the variables of the new master problem. The
decision variable λ j is 1 if column j ∈ Ω is chosen as part of the solution and 0 otherwise. We
denote c j as the cost related to column j ∈ Ω. In order to replicate the objective of the MIP
formulation, this cost consists of the idleness, handling cost, delay and bunker consumption cost
of the ship denoted by the column. Let Aij be a parameter that is equal to 1 if column j ∈ Ω
corresponds to ship i ∈ N and 0 otherwise. Likewise, let Bp,b,tj be a parameter that is equal to 1
if the ship of column j ∈ Ω is currently berthing at port p ∈ P at berth b ∈ Bp at time instant




c jλ j (28)∑
j∈Ω
Aijλ j = 1 ∀i ∈ N (29)∑
j∈Ω
Bp,b,tj λ j 6 1 ∀p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, t ∈ [s
p,b; ep,b) (30)
λ j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ Ω (31)
The objective function (28) minimizes the cost c j of the columns. Constraints (29) ensure that
one column is selected for each ship. Constraints (30) guarantee that, at each time instant, there is
at most one ship berthing at each berth of a port. Finally, constraints (31) set the binary property
of the decision variables.
4. Solution method
To solve (28)-(31), we propose a solution method based on a column generation procedure
that, combined with branching, additional valid inequalities and symmetry breaking methods,
results in a branch-and-cut-and-price algorithm.
4.1. Delayed Column generation
A common way of solving the GSPP formulation is by adding all the columns in advance. A
successful example of this approach for the BAP can be found in Buhrkal et al. (2011). For the
BAP instances presented, the amount of columns is manageable and can be easily pre-processed.
However, in the MPBAP, the amount of columns increase exponentially with the multiple sailing
speeds and ports for a ship. This makes the pre-processing intractable even for a few ports.
Therefore, more dynamic strategies for handling the columns need to be explored. One efficient
procedure is the so-called delayed column generation. This procedure relies on the premise
that most of the variables will not be part of the optimal solution and, therefore, have a value
of zero. Then, the focus is only on generating columns that have the potential to improve the
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objective value. This is done by relaxing and splitting the main problem into two, the master
and subproblem. The restricted master problem (RMP) is the linear relaxation of the original
formulation containing only a subset of the variables. The subproblem (or pricing problem) is
used to identify the new variables. In our case, the relaxed version of the GSPP becomes the
RMP and we define N independent subproblems, one per ship. The subproblem is defined as a
shortest path problem in the network defined in Section 3.3 which can be solved in polynomial
time. Since the graph is directed and acyclic (DAG), it can be solved by a DAG shortest path
algorithm (see Cormen et al. (1996) or Magnanti et al. (1993)). The pricing problem aims at
minimizing the reduced cost of a given path. At each iteration, after solving the RMP, the dual
values of the RMP constraints are used to solve the pricing problems. We denote αk to the dual
variable for ship k ∈ N associated to constraint (29). Likewise, we denote µp,b,t to the dual
variable for port p ∈ P, berth b ∈ Bp and time t ∈ [sp,b; ep,b) associated to constraint (30). Let
ᾱk, µ̄p,b,t be the dual solution values for the RMP and let Λ j be a sequence of (port,berth,time)
elements. Each of these elements refers to the port, berth and time of a graph node visited by
column j ∈ Ω. The reduced cost ĉ j for a specific path j for ship k ∈ N is computed as follows:





µ̄p,b,t′ ) − ᾱk
Finally, for each pricing problem, we add the path with the lowest reduced cost to the RMP only
if ĉ j is negative ĉ j < 0.
In fact, when the pricing problem is a pure shortest path problem, the LP bound arising from
solving the GSPP with column generation and solving the LP relaxation of the network flow
problem is the same. This indicates that the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition does not provide any
gain bound-wise. On the other hand, in cases of very dense networks with significantly more
arcs than nodes as in our case, solving the GSPP with column generation is expected to be faster
(e.g. see Brouer et al. (2011)).
4.2. Branching
Since the decision variables of the RMP are linear, the solution at the root node is often
fractional and branching methods are required in order to achieve integrality. A major aspect of
the branching procedure is selecting a branching candidate, whose branch children improve the
lower bound the most. The most common branching methods consider branching on a specific
node or arc from the graph. These strategies can be effective in some cases but do not necessarily
apply to our problem. For instance, when branching on a graph node, one child will enforce
the graph node to be used in the subsequent branch-and-bound (B&B) tree while the other child
will forbid it. Considering the large amount of nodes for most instances in this problem, we can
clearly see that the effect can be significant for the first child but rather minimal for the second.
This often results in a highly unbalanced B&B tree to explore. In this study, we present a different
branching strategy for the problem at hand that aims to be more effective than branching on a
single graph node.
The proposed branching strategy states that, given a fractional solution, we compute, for
each ship and port, the average berthing time t and the variance of these times among all solution
columns. We define this average berthing time and variance as a candidate, which results in
a total of |N | · |P| candidates. We then select the candidate whose variance of berthing times
is higher. The procedure is described in Algorithm 1. Each of the child branches will enforce
ship n to berth before or after time t respectively at port p. It should be noticed that a fractional
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solution where ships berth at the same time but in different berthing positions can exist. In this
cases, we can obtain candidates with no variance resulting in an impractical branching. If that
happens, the criterion is changed to branching on berthing positions instead of on berthing times,
following the same procedure. In practice, this scenario is highly unlikely to happen and we
have not experienced it in any experiments hitherto. As a result, the proposed strategy opts for
branching on a set of graph nodes instead of on a single one.
Finally, the B&B tree is explored following a best first policy. This policy prioritizes the
queue of unexplored nodes according to their bound. Thus, the next node to be explored is
always the one with the best (i.e. lowest) lower bound.
Algorithm 1 Branching candidate selection
1: procedure selectCandidate(sol)
2: [λ]← sol . classify solution columns (λ) by ship
3: Cand∗ = ∅ . initialize best candidate
4: V∗ = 0 . initialize standard deviation of candidate’s berthing times
5: for all ships and ports do
6: [t]← λ(ship, port) . set of solution berthing times at port for ship
7: time← avg([t]) . compute average berth time
8: V ← σ([t]) . get standard deviation of berthing times
9: if V > V∗ then
10: V∗ ← V






In order to improve the lower bound, we propose a set of valid inequalities that can be added
to the problem by separation.
Figure 5 shows a small LP solution to a trivial problem with a single port and single berth
where an example of a violated valid inequality can be found. We define u, v as the two nodes
corresponding to ship A (berthing at times 1 and 3) and let w be the node of ship B berthing
at time 2. We observe that the arc from node w is in conflict with the arcs from both nodes u
and v due to overlapping berthing periods. In other words, the berthing period of ship B at node
w covers, at least partially, both berthing periods of ship A at nodes u and v. The arcs from
u, v are also in conflict with each other as they belong to the same ship. As a result, we notice
that, at most, one outgoing arc can be chosen out of the ones from these three nodes. Since
the solution values of the outgoing arcs sum to 1.5, this valid inequality would cut the example
LP solution. We aim at generalizing the definition of such a valid inequality and introduce the
following proposition:
Proposition 1. Given two time instants t1, t2 ∈ [sp,b, ep,b) where t1 < t2 and a port p ∈ P, berth














xmw, j 6 1
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Figure 5: Example LP solution of a problem with two ships (i.e. continuous and dashed lines), one port and one berth.
The nodes represent the starting berth times and the numbers on the arcs denote the solution value of the arc variable xki, j.
Proof. The set C(m, p, b, t) used in constraint (26) defines the set of nodes for ship m that are in
conflict with time t (see Section 3.3). Based on this definition, the intersection set C(m, p, b, t1)∩
C(m, p, b, t2) directly defines the set of nodes for ship m that are in conflict with both time instants
t1 and t2. Constraint (26) indicates that at most one arc can be chosen out of the nodes from
the sets C(m, p, b, t) of all ships m ∈ N and, therefore, the same applies to the intersection set
C(m, p, b, t1)∩C(m, p, b, t2). By considering the intersection set C(m, p, b, t1)∩C(m, p, b, t2) for
all ships except one m ∈ N\{n}, the berthing period for ship n is only required to be in conflict
with either t1 or t2 and can be defined as the union of C(n, p, b, t1) ∪ C(n, p, b, t2). Considering











xmw, j 6 1
∀p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, n ∈ N, t1, t2 ∈ [sp,b, ep,b), t1 < t2
Based on the assumption that a berthing period cannot be discontinued, the intersection set
C(m, p, b, t1)∩C(m, p, b, t2) for any ship is not only in conflict with times t1 and t2 but with all the
time instants in the period [t1; t2]. Therefore the interval for ship n can be expanded to the union
of C(n, p, b, t) sets for all time instants t ∈ [t1; t2]. An example of this set is shown in Figure 6















xmw, j 6 1
∀p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, n ∈ N, t1, t2 ∈ [sp,b, ep,b), t1 < t2 (32)
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Figure 6: In a valid inequality for ship n, port p, berth b and time instants t1, t2, the filled nodes indicate the interval for
ship n with handling time hp,bn . The rectangles in the upper part indicate the berthing period of ship n at the earliest and
latest possible berthing times in the period.
Returning to the example in Figure 5, the mentioned cut would be included in the proposed
valid inequality for n = A, t1 = 2 and t2 = 4 where node w would correspond to a node from the
intersection sets C(B, p, b, 2)∩C(B, p, b, 4) and nodes u, v for ship A would correspond to berthing
start times covering t1 and t2 respectively and therefore belonging to the set
⋃
t∈[2;4] C(A, p, b, t).
We note that the inequality only is interesting when C(m, p, b, t1) ∩ C(m, p, b, t2) , ∅. The
size of the intersection set is dependent on the time instants t1, t2 used and we observe that this
size increases when the t1, t2 are closer together in time.
These valid inequalities (32) are added by separation after the column generation procedure
concludes. Exploring the entire set of valid inequalities can be computationally intensive. There-
fore, only valid inequalities based on berthing times from the LP solution are checked since the
arcs from the related nodes are guaranteed to contain non-zero values and the resulting inequal-
ities have a higher probability of being violated by the LP solution. Given an LP solution, let t∗1






3 be a berthing
time for another ship m at the same berth b of port p whose berthing period is both in conflict
with t∗1 and t
∗
2 for ship n. The conditions that t
∗














Based on these times, we can calculate time instants t1, t2 for a valid inequality that includes t∗1, t
∗
2
for ship n and t∗3 for ship m as follows:
t1 = t∗1 + h
p,b
n − 1, t2 = t∗2
An example of this calculation is shown in Figure 7.
It can be noticed that the interval for ship n starts at time t∗1 and ends at time t
∗
2. If we add
such a violated cut to the RMP, we risk finding a very similar solution in the next iteration where
columns are shifted, for example, one time instant before t∗1 or after t
∗
2. In order to avoid that, we
aim at defining time instants t1, t2, so that the resulting intervals do not only cover solution nodes
but also a number of neighboring nodes related to time instants immediately before and after the
solution time. We aim at expanding the interval between t∗1 and t
∗
2 as well as the one around t
∗
3.




3 relate to conflicting periods,
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Figure 7: Example of times t1, t2 definition based on solution times t∗1, t
∗
2 for ship n and t
∗
3 for ship m. The bottom last
two rows of filled nodes define the node interval for ship n and m respectively.




n > t∗3 + ∆
X
t∗2 + ∆
Y < t∗3 + h
p,b
m
Both slack values are distributed equally between both intervals, which leads us to the following
calculation of t1 and t2:
t1 = t∗1 −
∆X
2
+ hp,bn − 1, t2 = t∗2 +
∆Y
2




2 is fractional, they are rounded-up in the
calculation of t1 and t2. Also, in the case that there is limited room for expansion in one of the
intervals (e.g. operational time windows), the remaining slack is added to the other interval.
Figure 8 shows an example of the calculation of times t1 and t2 based on solution times t∗1, t
∗
2
and t∗3 and slack variables ∆
X ,∆Y .









+ hp,bn − 1 < t∗2 +
∆Y
2
Not satisfying this inequality leads to a cut that, at best, is equal to constraint (30) which is
already present in the RMP.
The entire cut separation process is summarized in Algorithm 2. The procedure requires
the RMP model and an LP solution as input. From the solution, both the λ∗ solution values
and the berthing times of the solution columns are extracted and classified by ship, port and
berth position. The cuts are checked by enumerating combinations of solution times t∗1, t
∗
2 and
t∗3. Only solution times whose berthing periods are in conflict are considered. This is the case
if the berthing period of ship m at time t∗3 overlaps both berthing periods of ship n at times
t∗1 and t
∗






3) in Algorithm 2). Then, the solution times are used to compute





3) in Algorithm 2). To check and add the violated cuts to the RMP, equation
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Figure 8: Example of times t1, t2 selection based on solution times t∗1, t
∗
2 for ship n and t
∗
3 for ship m. The upper illustration
depicts the LP solution for the three berth times selected, the available slack for defining the desired node intervals and
the direction of expansion of such intervals. The lower illustration depicts the defined times t1, t2 for the valid inequality
to be studied and the respective node intervals for both ships n and m.






where parameter qki, j,p is 1 if graph arc (i, j) ∈ A
k for ship k is used by column p ∈ Ω and



















qmw, j,pλp ≤ 1 (33)
For each cut inspected, the left-hand side of constraint (33) is computed and the valid inequality
is added to the RMP if it is violated.
These valid inequalities are relatively easy to handle in the reduced cost computation. For
each valid inequality, its corresponding dual value needs to be subtracted in each of the nodes
considered for each ship in the constraint. As an example, given a valid inequality for times
t1, t2 where t1 < t2, port p, berth b and ship n, its dual value needs to be subtracted in nodes⋃
t∈[t1;t2] C(n, p, b, t) for ship n and in nodes C(m, p, b, t1)∩C(m, p, b, t2) for ship m where m , n.
A more mathematical definition of the updated reduced cost computation is given in Appendix
A.
4.4. Symmetry breaking
In some instances, at each port, some of the berthing positions are identical in terms of their
availability time window and the handling times for all ships. Identical berths may lead to many
equivalent solutions, which may increase the solving time of the model. Therefore, we propose
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Algorithm 2 Cut separation
1: procedure cutSeparation(sol,rmp)
2: times[p, b, n]← sol . classify solution times by port p, berth b and ship n
3: [λ∗]← sol . obtain solution values for columns
4: for all p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp, n ∈ N do . cuts are based on a specific berth, port and ship
5: for all t∗1, t
∗
2 ∈ times[p, b, n] do . loop over pairs of solution times for ship n
6: for all m ∈ N,m , n do
7: for all t∗3 ∈ times[p, b,m] do . select a third time from a different ship




3) then . check if berthing periods are in conflict




3) . compute t1, t2 for the valid inequality
10: violatedCut ← checkCut(t1, t2, n, p, b, [λ∗]) . compute constraint (33)
11: if violatedCut , ∅ then







19: return RMP . return the updated problem
20: end procedure
adapting the model so it deals with berth types instead of individual berths in a similar procedure
as the one stated in Buhrkal et al. (2011). Let Kp be the set of berth types for port p ∈ P and βk
be the number of berthing positions of type k ∈ K in the problem. We can therefore update the
set of constraints (30) as follows:∑
j∈Ω
Bp,k,tj λ j 6 β
k ∀p ∈ P, k ∈ Kp, t ∈ [sp,k; ep,k) (34)
This adaptation has an equivalent impact in constraints (26) from the network formulation where
the right-hand side is also replaced by βk. The valid inequality (33) from Proposition 1 can be
updated similarly and it is described in Proposition 2 that can be found in Appendix B. The


















qmw, j,pλp ≤ β
k
∀p ∈ P, k ∈ Kp, n ∈ N, t1, t2 ∈ [sp,k; ep,k), t1 < t2 (35)
The reduced cost computation is also slightly modified where the dual variable µp,k,t of the mod-
ified constraint now is based on berth type k ∈ Kp instead of berth b ∈ Bp.
We expect to see an improvement in the computational time as soon as there are two identical
berths at a port. Likewise, we expect to see larger symmetry for the instances containing more
berthing positions per port.
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5. Cooperative game theory
The MPBAP is based on a strong collaboration between carriers and port operators and some
of them, especially carriers, may be reticent to take part in such a collaboration scheme. In order
to convince them that this form of collaboration is beneficial for all of them, we define a cooper-
ative game. The aim is to show that all stakeholders (i.e. carriers and terminals) can potentially
benefit from a collaboration by distributing the overall savings efficiently. Our cooperative game
is formed by a set of players P = {1, ..., p}, which in this case correspond to the carriers owning
the ships, and the characteristic function v(S ) which measures the impact of a coalition of players
S ⊆ P, in this case the impact is measured by the operational costs. The coalition formed by all
players is known as the grand coalition. It is normally assumed that the characteristic function
satisfies:
v(∅) = 0 (36)
v(S ∪ T ) ≤ v(S ) + v(T ) ∀S ,T ⊆ P, S ∩ T = ∅ (37)
Equation (36) states that an empty coalition has a cost of zero, while equation (37), known as
superadditivity, indicates that the costs of two separate coalitions S ,T ⊆ P cannot be better
than when acting together. A solution to a cooperative game (i.e. imputation) can be defined
as x = {x1, ..., xp} where xi corresponds to the cost allocation of player i in coalition P. An
imputation should satisfy the following conditions:
xi ≤ v({i}) ∀i ∈ P (38)
p∑
i=1
xi = v(P) (39)
The first condition is based on individual rationality and defines that the cost allocation for a
player when being part of the grand coalition cannot be worse than the player’s standalone cost.
The second condition is based on group rationality and states that all the savings arising from a
grand coalition are shared. This is the equivalent of saying that the sum of cost allocations needs
to be equal to the total cost of the grand coalition and a solution fulfilling this condition is said to
be efficient. Furthermore, we consider a solution to be stable, if, for every coalition S ⊆ P, the
sum of allocated cost of the players of the coalition is not higher than the cost of the coalition∑
k∈S xk ≤ v(S ). We define the core as the set of solutions that are both efficient and stable. We
see the core solutions as the most attractive and fair for all players. Note, however, that the core
may be empty in some cases. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily mean that all the players
cannot benefit from a grand coalition. Next, we describe the two allocation methods we have
used in this study.
5.1. Shapley value
The Shapley value (Shapley, 1953), refers to the weighted average of each player’s marginal
contribution to each of the potential coalitions. Let ∆i(S ) be the marginal contribution of player
i to coalition S , which is seen as the difference between the cost of the coalition and the coalition
without the player:
∆i(S ) = v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S ) (40)
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|S |!|P\(S ∪ {i})|!
|P|!
∆i(S ) (41)
where | · | refers to the number of players in the given coalition. Once the characteristic function
v(S ) is calculated for all possible coalitions S , it is a simple method to compute as it only requires
applying a formula. The Shapley value does not only provide efficient solutions, it also contains
other valuable properties. The solutions are symmetric meaning that if two players contribute
equally to the coalitions, they achieve the same savings. Anonimity is also ensured, which states
that the order or labelling of players does not have an impact on the assignment of savings. This
property ensures a unique solution which avoids players to regret their choices and prevents ad-
ditional negotiation processes. On the other hand, the Shapley value does not satisfy the stability
property, meaning that the solution is not guaranteed to be part of the core.
5.2. Equal profit method (EPM)
The goal of the equal profit method (Frisk et al., 2010) is to find the solution in the core
that minimizes the maximal difference in relative savings between pairs of players. The relative









∀i, j ∈ P (43)∑
i∈P
xi = v(P) (44)∑
i∈S
xi ≤ v(S ) ∀S (45)
xi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ P (46)
Constraints (43) calculate the difference in relative savings between each pair of players and sets
z to the largest of those differences. Note that constraints (44) and (45) are the ones denoting the
stability and efficiency properties which means that the EPM method only allows solutions lying
in the core.
6. Computational results
This section is divided in two. First, the performance of the proposed method is compared
to a commercial solver on the set of instances from Venturini et al. (2017) and an additional
generated set of harder instances. The second part covers the results of the saving allocation
methods for the cooperative game.
6.1. Instance results
Different versions of the algorithm have been tested varying the size of the B&B tree where
valid inequalities can be added. We consider (i) a pure branch-and-price where cut separation is
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not performed at all, (ii) a partial branch-and-cut-and-price where we only allow valid inequal-
ities to be added in the root node, and (iii) a pure branch-and-cut-and-price where cuts can be
added in all the explored nodes. The RMP model solved is comprised by equations (28),(29),(34),
the linear relaxation of (31) and valid inequalities (35) that are added by separation. The algo-
rithm includes a running time-limit and, if it is reached and a gap between the lower and upper
bounds still exists, the GSPP formulation problem is solved with all the generated columns in the
B&B tree. This helps tightening the upper bound but requires the integer problem to be solvable
in reasonable time. The running time for solving the GSPP is set to 10% of the algorithm running
time. Two algorithm time limits of 5 minutes and 3 hours have been tested with an additional
(if required) 30 seconds and 18 minutes respectively for solving the GSPP. The model has been
entirely written in Julia language (Bezanson et al., 2017), modelled using JuMP (Dunning et al.,
2017) and using CPLEX v. 12.9 as the solver, allowing 4 threads. It has been tested in an 2.20
GHz Intel Xeon Processor 2650v4 using 4 cores with 32 GB of memory per core. The MIP
formulation from Venturini et al. (2017) has been run in the same machine and solved with the
same solver for a fair comparison. The results are summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, that con-
tain the performance comparison on the benchmark instances from Venturini et al. (2017) and
the generated set of harder instances with both algorithm time limits. An instance is represented
indicating the number of ships N, the number of berthing positions per port B, the number of
ports P and if the time windows TW are tight T or loose L. As indicated in Venturini et al.
(2017) a loose time window is approximately 3 times longer than a tight one. In each instance,
all ports have the same amount of berthing positions and all the ships follow the same route and
have the same speed profiles but both the MIP and GSPP formulations can account for different
amount of berthing positions per port, different ship routes and different ship types. The set S
is discretized in 11 speed levels, covering the range 14-19 knots. The weights of the different
costs are kept as defined in Venturini et al. (2017). The fuel consumption cost weight Fc is set to
250 $/ton, the terminal handling cost weight Hc is set to 200 $/hour and additionally 300 $/hour
is charged (Dc) when there is a delay. The cost weight for the idleness Ic is set to 200 $/hour.
LB denotes the best lower bound found whereas Z indicates the best integer solution (i.e. upper
bound). The optimality gap is stated under the column Gap and it is calculated using the optimal
solution, or in the case that this is unknown, the best known solution. The computational time in
seconds is given under column T .
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Table 1: Computational results on instances from Venturini et al. (2017) with a total time limit of 5 minutes and 30 seconds. The MIP formulation is compared to the variants of
the presented branch-and-cut-and-price method. ”*” means the time limit has been reached. The best running time is highlighted in bold for instances solved to optimality and
the best optimality gap for the rest of instances.
Instance MIP formulation Branch & Price Branch & Cut (root node) & Price Branch & Cut & Price
N-B-P-TW LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s)
4-3-3-L 187600 187600 0.00 0.2 187600 187600 0.00 0.8 187600 187600 0.00 0.2 187600 187600 0.00 0.2
5-3-3-L 259300 259300 0.00 0.5 259300 259300 0.00 4.4 259300 259300 0.00 0.9 259300 259300 0.00 7.4
6-3-3-L 259720 259720 0.00 2.3 259720 259720 0.00 1.4 259720 259720 0.00 0.8 259720 259720 0.00 0.9
6-3-4-L 404480 404480 0.00 54.0 404480 404480 0.00 94.5 404480 404480 0.00 56.8 404480 404480 0.00 75.1
10-4-4-L 611035 651500 5.92 * 647906 649800 0.25 * 648371 649700 0.17 * 648344 649900 0.18 *
10-4-3-L 420907 429500 1.68 * 427800 428100 0.07 * 428100 428100 0.00 164.8 428100 428100 0.00 171.9
4-4-4-L 243120 243120 0.00 0.4 243120 243120 0.00 1.6 243120 243120 0.00 1.3 243120 243120 0.00 1.5
5-4-4-L 298100 298100 0.00 0.4 298100 298100 0.00 1.9 298100 298100 0.00 2.0 298100 298100 0.00 2.0
6-4-4-L 356980 356980 0.00 1.3 356980 356980 0.00 19.4 356980 356980 0.00 10.3 356980 356980 0.00 16.9
12-5-3-L 487558 506440 3.73 * 506057 507340 0.08 * 506440 506440 0.00 130.9 506440 506440 0.00 170.4
10-6-3-L 408420 411000 0.53 * 410600 410600 0.00 31.8 410600 410600 0.00 17.8 410600 410600 0.00 20.0
11-6-3-L 444322 450660 1.08 * 449160 449160 0.00 53.6 449160 449160 0.00 29.4 449160 449160 0.00 36.9
12-6-3-L 480640 488840 1.07 * 485840 485840 0.00 257.7 485840 485840 0.00 179.9 485840 485840 0.00 138.7
10-5-4-L 601015 624540 3.42 * 621493 623600 0.13 * 622156 622285 0.02 * 622135 622285 0.02 *
15-10-3-L 600800 601200 0.07 * 601200 601200 0.00 148.8 601200 601200 0.00 114.9 601200 601200 0.00 71.4
15-12-3-L 597748 597800 0.01 * 597800 597800 0.00 2.0 597800 597800 0.00 2.1 597800 597800 0.00 1.9
15-10-4-L 850700 859600 0.16 * 852100 852100 0.00 66.2 852100 852100 0.00 100.5 852100 852100 0.00 58.7
20-10-3-L 802200 807800 0.32 * 804450 804800 0.04 * 804450 804800 0.04 * 804467 804800 0.04 *
20-12-3-L 791640 799800 0.60 * 796400 796400 0.00 39.2 796400 796400 0.00 36.9 796400 796400 0.00 35.7
4-3-3-T 205940 205940 0.00 0.4 205940 205940 0.00 1.3 205940 205940 0.00 0.7 205940 205940 0.00 0.4
5-3-3-T 265755 265755 0.00 2.1 265755 265755 0.00 2.5 265755 265755 0.00 1.4 265755 265755 0.00 1.3
6-3-3-T 346765 346765 0.00 3.9 346765 346765 0.00 6.4 346765 346765 0.00 2.7 346765 346765 0.00 3.5
6-3-4-T 728705 728705 0.00 9.5 728705 728705 0.00 14.0 728705 728705 0.00 6.1 728705 728705 0.00 5.3
10-4-4-T 1113341 1249445 8.16 * 1212230 1212230 0.00 37.5 1212230 1212230 0.00 42.3 1212230 1212230 0.00 41.8
10-4-3-T 696077 745770 6.55 * 744865 744865 0.00 12.5 744865 744865 0.00 10.8 744865 744865 0.00 9.5
4-4-4-T 273695 273695 0.00 2.0 273695 273695 0.00 3.3 273695 273695 0.00 2.0 273695 273695 0.00 1.7
5-4-4-T 357870 357870 0.00 6.1 357870 357870 0.00 33.3 357870 357870 0.00 18.0 357870 357870 0.00 16.2
6-4-4-T 399115 399115 0.00 19.3 399115 399115 0.00 49.1 399115 399115 0.00 30.4 399115 399115 0.00 25.2
12-5-3-T 486640 514940 3.91 * 506313 506440 0.03 * 506440 506440 0.00 145.2 506440 506440 0.00 202.8
12-6-3-T 480394 504640 2.87 * 494600 494600 0.00 240.5 494600 494600 0.00 133.5 494600 494600 0.00 142.7
10-5-4-T 716179 732285 2.20 * 732260 732260 0.00 134.4 732260 732260 0.00 24.9 732260 732260 0.00 23.2
15-10-4-T 967685 999810 1.92 * 986640 986640 0.00 25.5 986640 986640 0.00 33.1 986640 986640 0.00 25.5
20-10-3-T 1009552 1100000 7.34 * 1088970 1089500 0.05 * 1088970 1089500 0.05 * 1088970 1089500 0.05 *
20-12-3-T 1000513 1095055 6.19 * 1066500 1066500 0.00 65.4 1066500 1066500 0.00 66.9 1066500 1066500 0.00 64.2
Avg 1.698 0.019 0.0084 0.0086
Optimal solutions 14/34 27/34 30/34 30/34
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Table 2: Computational results on instances from Venturini et al. (2017) with a total time limit of 3 hours and 18 minutes. The MIP formulation is compared to the variants of
the presented branch-and-cut-and-price method. ”*” means the time limit has been reached. The best running time is highlighted in bold for instances solved to optimality and
the best optimality gap for the rest of instances.
Instance MIP formulation Branch & Price Branch & Cut (root node) & Price Branch & Cut & Price
N-B-P-TW LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s)
4-3-3-L 187600 187600 0.00 0.2 187600 187600 0.00 0.8 187600 187600 0.00 0.2 187600 187600 0.00 0.2
5-3-3-L 259300 259300 0.00 0.5 259300 259300 0.00 4.4 259300 259300 0.00 0.9 259300 259300 0.00 7.4
6-3-3-L 259720 259720 0.00 2.3 259720 259720 0.00 1.4 259720 259720 0.00 0.8 259720 259720 0.00 0.9
6-3-4-L 404480 404480 0.00 54.0 404480 404480 0.00 94.5 404480 404480 0.00 56.8 404480 404480 0.00 75.1
10-4-4-L 619866 649800 4.56 * 649500 649500 0.00 4876.8 649500 649500 0.00 2155.5 649500 649500 0.00 3347.7
10-4-3-L 425202 428500 0.68 * 428100 428100 0.00 450.6 428100 428100 0.00 164.8 428100 428100 0.00 171.9
4-4-4-L 243120 243120 0.00 0.4 243120 243120 0.00 1.6 243120 243120 0.00 1.3 243120 243120 0.00 1.5
5-4-4-L 298100 298100 0.00 0.4 298100 298100 0.00 1.9 298100 298100 0.00 2.0 298100 298100 0.00 2.0
6-4-4-L 356980 356980 0.00 1.3 356980 356980 0.00 19.4 356980 356980 0.00 10.3 356980 356980 0.00 16.9
12-5-3-L 491921 506440 2.87 * 506440 506440 0.00 493.4 506440 506440 0.00 130.9 506440 506440 0.00 170.4
10-6-3-L 410600 410600 0.00 449.5 410600 410600 0.00 31.8 410600 410600 0.00 17.8 410600 410600 0.00 20.0
11-6-3-L 449160 449160 0.00 1478.3 449160 449160 0.00 53.6 449160 449160 0.00 29.4 449160 449160 0.00 36.9
12-6-3-L 485840 485840 0.00 1774.0 485840 485840 0.00 257.7 485840 485840 0.00 179.9 485840 485840 0.00 138.7
10-5-4-L 609436 624240 2.06 * 622285 622285 0.00 613.1 622285 622285 0.00 415.0 622285 622285 0.00 495.6
15-10-3-L 601000 601200 0.03 * 601200 601200 0.00 148.8 601200 601200 0.00 114.9 601200 601200 0.00 71.4
15-12-3-L 597800 597800 0.00 325.4 597800 597800 0.00 2.0 597800 597800 0.00 2.1 597800 597800 0.00 1.9
15-10-4-L 851900 852100 0.02 * 852100 852100 0.00 66.2 852100 852100 0.00 100.5 852100 852100 0.00 58.7
20-10-3-L 802400 805000 0.30 * 804514 804800 0.04 * 804517 804800 0.04 * 804571 804800 0.03 *
20-12-3-L 791880 796400 0.57 * 796400 796400 0.00 39.2 796400 796400 0.00 36.9 796400 796400 0.00 35.7
4-3-3-T 205940 205940 0.00 0.4 205940 205940 0.00 1.3 205940 205940 0.00 0.7 205940 205940 0.00 0.4
5-3-3-T 265755 265755 0.00 2.1 265755 265755 0.00 2.5 265755 265755 0.00 1.4 265755 265755 0.00 1.3
6-3-3-T 346765 346765 0.00 3.9 346765 346765 0.00 6.4 346765 346765 0.00 2.7 346765 346765 0.00 3.5
6-3-4-T 728705 728705 0.00 9.5 728705 728705 0.00 14.0 728705 728705 0.00 6.1 728705 728705 0.00 5.3
10-4-4-T 1212230 1212230 0.00 4851.1 1212230 1212230 0.00 37.5 1212230 1212230 0.00 42.3 1212230 1212230 0.00 41.8
10-4-3-T 744865 744865 0.00 806.6 744865 744865 0.00 12.5 744865 744865 0.00 10.8 744865 744865 0.00 9.5
4-4-4-T 273695 273695 0.00 2.0 273695 273695 0.00 3.3 273695 273695 0.00 2.0 273695 273695 0.00 1.7
5-4-4-T 357870 357870 0.00 6.1 357870 357870 0.00 33.3 357870 357870 0.00 18.0 357870 357870 0.00 16.2
6-4-4-T 399115 399115 0.00 19.3 399115 399115 0.00 49.1 399115 399115 0.00 30.4 399115 399115 0.00 25.2
12-5-3-T 489535 506440 3.34 * 506440 506440 0.00 383.1 506440 506440 0.00 145.2 506440 506440 0.00 202.8
12-6-3-T 483268 496340 2.29 * 494600 494600 0.00 240.5 494600 494600 0.00 133.5 494600 494600 0.00 142.7
10-5-4-T 732260 732260 0.00 1227.3 732260 732260 0.00 134.4 732260 732260 0.00 24.9 732260 732260 0.00 23.2
15-10-4-T 975275 988625 1.15 * 986640 986640 0.00 25.5 986640 986640 0.00 33.1 986640 986640 0.00 25.5
20-10-3-T 1011865 1090240 7.13 * 1089377 1089500 0.01 * 1089327 1089500 0.02 * 1089377 1089500 0.01 *
20-12-3-T 1004731 1067500 5.79 * 1066500 1066500 0.00 65.4 1066500 1066500 0.00 66.9 1066500 1066500 0.00 64.2
Average 0.906 0.0014 0.0015 0.0012
Optimal solutions 21/34 32/34 32/34 32/34
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Table 3: Computational results on the set of harder instances with a total time limit of 5 minutes and 30 seconds. The MIP formulation is compared to the variants of the
presented branch-and-cut-and-price method. ”-” means that no integer solution has been found within the time limit. ”*” means the time limit has been reached. The best
running time is highlighted in bold for instances solved to optimality and the best optimality gap for the rest of instances.
Instance MIP formulation Branch & Price Branch & Cut (root node) & Price Branch & Cut & Price
N-B-P-TW LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s)
25-12-3-L 992080 - 1.03 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 *
25-12-3-T 1249500 - 8.93 * 1371766 1372000 0.02 * 1371803 1372000 0.01 * 1371803 1372000 0.01 *
12-5-4-L 714284 770340 5.90 * 751490 762840 1.00 * 753344 762520 0.76 * 753364 761560 0.75 *
12-5-4-T 839206 929475 7.56 * 903763 910965 0.45 * 905169 909150 0.29 * 904945 907870 0.32 *
30-12-3-L 1187400 - 1.59 * 1206178 1206600 0.03 * 1206178 1206800 0.03 * 1206178 1206600 0.03 *
30-12-3-T 1495940 - 11.04 * 1681248 1682040 0.02 * 1681248 1682040 0.02 * 1681248 1681940 0.02 *
20-12-4-L 1124600 - 0.81 * 1133373 1133800 0.04 * 1133494 1133900 0.03 * 1133492 1133900 0.03 *
20-12-4-T 2234257 - 2.48 * 2291095 2291095 0.00 98.5 2291095 2291095 0.00 62.8 2291095 2291095 0.00 73.6
15-8-4-L 863908 903465 2.88 * 886981 891500 0.28 * 888758 889800 0.08 * 888728 889800 0.14 *
15-8-4-T 992606 - 4.82 * 1039731 1043290 0.30 * 1042396 1042820 0.04 * 1041408 1043100 0.08 *
25-12-4-L 1407300 - 1.45 * 1426792 1429200 0.08 * 1426829 1429200 0.08 * 1426847 1429200 0.08 *
25-12-4-T 2545914 - 4.98 * 2676818 2679905 0.09 * 2677354 2680430 0.07 * 2677329 2679360 0.08 *
30-15-4-L 1690000 - 0.80 * 1703400 1703800 0.01 * 1703407 1703800 0.01 * 1703407 1703800 0.01 *
30-15-4-T 1892520 - 7.73 * 2047720 2053835 0.17 * 2047869 2053390 0.16 * 2047869 2053595 0.16 *
40-15-3-L 1578400 - 1.91 * 1609060 1609400 0.01 * 1609060 1609400 0.01 * 1609060 1609400 0.01 *
40-15-3-T 1987200 - 11.68 * 2249403 2253140 0.02 * 2249403 2251840 0.02 * 2249403 2251840 0.02 *
Average 4.724 0.1592 0.1031 0.1106
Optimal solutions 0/16 1/16 1/16 1/16
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Table 4: Computational results on the set of harder instances with a total time limit of 3 hours and 18 minutes. The MIP formulation is compared to the variants of the presented
branch-and-cut-and-price method. ”-” means that no integer solution has been found within the time limit. ”*” means the time limit has been reached. The best running time is
highlighted in bold for instances solved to optimality and the best optimality gap for the rest of instances.
Instance MIP formulation Branch & Price Branch & Cut (root node) & Price Branch & Cut & Price
N-B-P-TW LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s)
25-12-3-L 992185 - 1.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 *
25-12-3-T 1252556 - 8.71 * 1371766 1372000 0.02 * 1371803 1372000 0.01 * 1371803 1372000 0.01 *
12-5-4-L 718742 766620 5.31 * 755911 759160 0.42 * 758290 759260 0.10 * 757992 759160 0.14 *
12-5-4-T 859683 922745 5.30 * 907805 907805 0.00 3959.4 907805 907805 0.00 1475.6 907805 907805 0.00 1163.5
30-12-3-L 1188145 - 1.53 * 1206178 1206600 0.03 * 1206178 1206600 0.03 * 1206178 1206600 0.03 *
30-12-3-T 1499195 - 10.85 * 1681248 1681640 0.02 * 1681248 1681640 0.02 * 1681248 1681640 0.02 *
20-12-4-L 1124703 - 0.80 * 1133731 1133800 0.01 * 1133800 1133800 0.00 2077.5 1133800 1133800 0.00 2070.2
20-12-4-T 2239286 - 2.26 * 2291095 2291095 0.00 98.5 2291095 2291095 0.00 62.8 2291095 2291095 0.00 73.6
15-8-4-L 865417 892900 2.71 * 889500 889500 0.00 6022.3 889500 889500 0.00 768.0 889500 889500 0.00 1337.5
15-8-4-T 1003046 1043155 3.81 * 1042820 1042820 0.00 5117.6 1042820 1042820 0.00 371.3 1042820 1042820 0.00 1051.2
25-12-4-L 1408324 - 1.38 * 1426937 1428000 0.07 * 1427152 1428000 0.06 * 1427196 1428000 0.06 *
25-12-4-T 2553636 - 4.69 * 2679190 2679360 0.01 * 2679225 2679360 0.01 * 2679281 2679360 0.00 *
30-15-4-L 1690000 - 0.80 * 1703400 1703600 0.01 * 1703420 1703600 0.01 * 1703422 1703600 0.01 *
30-15-4-T 1908946 - 6.93 * 2048030 2051330 0.15 * 2048150 2051420 0.15 * 2048148 2051520 0.15 *
40-15-3-L 1578586 - 1.90 * 1609060 1609200 0.01 * 1609060 1609200 0.01 * 1609060 1609200 0.01 *
40-15-3-T 1989351 - 11.58 * 2249403 2250640 0.02 * 2249403 2250440 0.02 * 2249403 2249940 0.02 *
Average 4.349 0.0497 0.0281 0.0302
Optimal solutions 0/16 4/16 5/16 5/16
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Table 5: Performance of presented methods on a subset of five instances.













(%) Nodes CG Its Cols Cuts
12-6-3-T 0.00 241 73.7 23.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 119 2445 10863 0
10-4-4-L 0.00 4877 75.1 23.3 0.0 0.4 0.0 237 10048 61999 0
20-10-3-L 0.04 10971 20.5 46.5 0.0 14.3 0.1 7005 22539 53798 0
15-8-4-L 0.00 6022 30.9 66.7 0.0 0.7 0.0 349 7678 48072 0
40-15-3-T 0.02 11932 74.2 8.9 0.0 2.3 9.1 325 2103 32472 0













(%) Nodes CG Its Cols Cuts
12-6-3-T 0.00 134 77.6 14.9 0.4 4.7 0.0 29 712 4152 645
10-4-4-L 0.00 2156 77.0 21.4 0.1 0.4 0.0 75 3474 22718 332
20-10-3-L 0.04 10955 20.7 43.3 1.3 16.0 0.0 6441 20912 50738 29
15-8-4-L 0.00 768 42.3 56.1 0.2 0.6 0.0 31 785 6030 985
40-15-3-T 0.02 11718 73.7 10.6 0.3 2.5 7.4 317 2133 32798 80













(%) Nodes CG Its Cols Cuts
12-6-3-T 0.00 143 75.7 15.5 1.3 5.2 0.0 23 734 3774 1035
10-4-4-L 0.00 3348 77.3 20.6 0.6 0.5 0.0 79 4839 28859 2768
20-10-3-L 0.03 10917 22.5 46.0 11.2 8.7 0.1 4991 22152 47077 17856
15-8-4-L 0.00 1338 60.0 38.6 0.6 0.2 0.0 23 1148 7328 2961
40-15-3-T 0.02 10959 67.7 13.6 4.9 5.0 0.8 319 2749 32882 5848
The results show a better performance of the solution methods based on the GSPP formu-
lation. All variants of the branch-and-cut-and-price method are able to find optimal or near-
optimal solutions in less than 6 minutes. Among the new proposed methods, the ones where
cutting is performed show a better performance. All the solution method variants outperform
CPLEX in all instances that require more than a minute to solve and show similar running times
for the faster ones. The difference in performance is more notable on the set of harder instances
where CPLEX is not able to find a feasible integer solution in 12 out of the 16 instances within 3
hours and 18 minutes and the average optimality gap is above 4%. Within 5 minutes and 30 sec-
onds, the proposed new methods not only find feasible solutions to all instances but also achieve
an optimality gap of 0.1%. This gap is further reduced to approximately 0.03% with a time
limit of 3 hours and 18 minutes. The good quality of the solutions in such a short computational
time is attractive from an operational point of view where suboptimal solutions usually are not a
problem and possible disruptions require rapid computations for new plans.
Table 5 provides a more detailed comparison of the proposed method variants for 5 instances
that aim to be representative of the entire set of 50 instances. The first column indicates the in-
stance, the second and third column recap the optimality gap and computational time spent given
the time-limit of 3 hours and 18 minutes. The fourth to eighth columns indicate the percentage
amount of time spent by the algorithm in the RMP, pricing problems (PPs), cut separation pro-
cess (Sep), branching procedure (Branch), and the final GSPP model respectively. The branching
time not only includes the selection of the branching candidate but also, the child nodes creation,
which in the case of our algorithm, requires intensive data structure manipulation. The number of
nodes explored in the B&B tree is displayed in the ninth column. The last three columns indicate
the number of column generation iterations, generated columns and added cuts respectively. The
RMP takes most of the time for most of the instances, and the cut separation has an insignificant
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Table 6: Optimality gap at the root node.
Instance MIP formulation Without cuts With sol-based cuts With all cuts
N-B-P-TW Gap (%) T (s) Gap (%) T (s) Gap (%) T (s) Gap (%) T (s)
12-6-3-T 3.43 0.4 0.55 6 0.32 16 0.32 153
10-4-4-L 8.25 0.2 0.36 41 0.24 133 0.24 320
20-10-3-L 0.60 0.3 0.05 8 0.05 9 0.05 66
15-8-4-L 3.68 0.4 0.43 59 0.20 143 0.20 573
40-15-3-T 13.22 1.7 0.02 485 0.02 556 0.02 1255
Average 50 instances 6.32 0.4 0.36 30 0.11 45 0.11 227
Table 7: Solving time comparison between the network flow problem and the branch-and-price method.
Instance Graph size Network flow problem Branch & Price
N-B-P-TW Nodes Arcs T(s) T(s)
4-3-3-L 1,621 44,989 9.5 0.8
5-3-3-L 2,711 1,669,872 1030 4.4
6-3-3-L 2,711 2,353,886 1556 1.4
6-3-4-L 5,414 8,659,488 8695 94.5
impact except when it is applied in every B&B node. The time spent in branching procedures
grows in accordance to both the size of the RMP and B&B tree. The short RMP solving times
and large amount of columns generated for instance 20−10−3−L suggest that the RMP is easy
to solve and the existence of many equivalent or similar solutions. This increases the impact of
other internal operations in the algorithm. The number of B&B nodes explored grows inversely
to the amount of nodes where cutting is allowed. It can be observed that the full branch-and-
cut-price performs more column generation iterations than the one with only cutting in the root
node but it also requires longer computational times. As it can be observed, the time percentages
do not sum exactly to 100%. The remaining time accounts to diverse internal operations in the
implementation which are not strictly linked to any of the main parts of the algorithm. This also
suggests that there is room for improvement in the implementation of the algorithm.
The effectiveness of the aforementioned cut separation process is displayed in Table 6. The
optimality gap of the LP solution at the root node is shown for the subset of five instances studied
in detail together with the average across all 50 instances. The second column denotes the LP
solution at the root node for the MIP formulation. The third column refers to the presented
method without adding any cuts whereas the fourth column considers the proposed cut separation
procedure (Algorithm 2) based on solution values (i.e. sol-based). This procedure only checks a
subset of the valid inequalities which we believe that contains most, if not all, of the violated ones.
In any case, we can find all violated inequalities by simple enumeration. This case, where all
violated valid inequalities (i.e. all cuts) are added, has also been tested and the results are shown
in the last column. The improvement in the lower bound is significant for the proposed methods
where the cut separation is able to further improve it achieving an average gap of 0.11%. Adding
all possible cuts only leads to an average improvement of 0.0001% in the bound. However,
the algorithm requires 5 times more computational time to solve the root node. It is therefore
decided to discard this variant of the separation procedure given the slow performance and the
insignificant gain.
As mentioned in section 4.1, when having a pure shortest path as a pricing problem, solving
the LP relaxation of the network flow problem gives the same bound as column generation on the
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Table 8: Average performance of different branching strategies across all 50 instances using the branch-and-cut-and-
price method with only cutting allowed in the root node.







Average gap (%) 0.074 0.012 0.093 0.010
Optimal solutions 15/50 37/50 17/50 37/50
GSPP but the network flow problem is expected to require more time and memory resources on
instances with dense graphs. In order to verify that, the network flow problem has been solved
for the first four instances which are considered among the easiest ones from the entire set. The
solving times of the network flow problem and the branch-and-price method are compared in
Table 7. The complexity of the graph is shown by the high solving times for the network flow
problem where the proposed model is between 10 and more than 1000 times faster. The rest of
instances have not been further analyzed as most of them were reaching the memory limit. The
number of nodes and arcs for all the instances are documented in Table C.13 in Appendix C.
Apart from the presented methods, slight variations have been tested which helped choosing
the best algorithm procedure. For instance, we have tried to generate all columns a priori without
success. The complexity of the problem and the exponentially large numbers of columns make
it intractable. Regarding branching procedures, an alternative method of exploring the B&B
tree known as strong branching has been tested. This strategy requires to select a number of
candidates (between 5 and 10 in our case) and compute, or at least estimate, the lower bounds
at the child nodes. For each candidate, a weighted sum of the child bounds is computed and the
candidate with the best weighted sum is selected. In this case, a weight of 0.75 is set for the child
with the lowest bound and a weight of 0.25 for the other child. This method has proven to create
better branches but the time consumed exploring more nodes has lead us to discard it. A different
branching strategy has been tested where the branching is done on berthing positions instead of
on berthing times at a port. However, the rather small number of berths per port decreased the
quality of the branching. In addition, a trivial branching on a single node has also been tested to
compare the effectiveness of the proposed branching strategy. The solution values of the columns
are added on the graph nodes of the respective paths, computing in this way the ”usage” of each
graph node. Then, the graph node whose value is closer to 0.5 (i.e. most fractional) is the one
selected to branch on. A summary of the performance of these alternative branching strategies is
displayed in Table 8 and the results for all instances can be found in Table C.14 in Appendix C.
6.2. Cooperative game theory results
The two methods for allocating the savings have been tested in the same set of instances.
Three carriers A, B and C have been defined for all instances each of them with an assigned
Table 9: Carrier ship share and priority for the instances.
Carrier A B C
% of ships 50 25 25
Priority 1 2 3
priority and a number of ships (see Table 9). This priority is often given in accordance to the
handling volume (Imai et al., 2003). For instance, carrier A can be seen as a large carrier and
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often this translates in more power of decision and a higher priority at the port. The priorities
are used as a rule of thumb for the calculation of the standalone costs of the players. v(A), v(B)
and v(C) are computed in sequence following a greedy procedure where each carrier is scheduled
individually using the presented branch-and-cut-and-price method. First, the schedule for carrier
A is optimized. Once carrier A is planned, the schedule of carrier B is optimized given the
available spots. Finally, the schedule of carrier C is optimized keeping the schedule of carriers
A and B fixed. This procedure is extended to other coalitions. For instance, to compute v(BC),
we assume the schedule of carrier A (higher priority) is already fixed. This sequential planning
approach resembles the actual procedure in some ports when the carriers book the port calls and
they are assigned based on different priority schemes. Due to the heuristic nature of the process,
some of the carriers may not find a feasible schedule. In order to avoid this and still ensure a
fair comparison, the operational time windows of all berthing positions have been increased by
20% in the tests performed in this section. We consider all four type of costs in the cooperative
game. This is based on the premise that carriers want to minimize the overall voyage time
while minimizing also fuel cost. Whereas bunker and waiting time costs can be seen directly
related to the carrier, handling and delay costs have a more indirect impact but are also implicitly
considered.
Table 10: Comparison of the two savings allocation method across instances with stable solutions.
Coalition Cost Shapley value Equal Profit Method (EPM)









A 386891 367092 5.1% 43.3% 367650 5.0% 42.1%
B 218635 211491 3.3% 15.6% 212236 2.9% 14.0%





Table 11: Shapley value allocation method across instances with non-stable solutions.
Coalition Cost Shapley value





A 392814 381093 3.0% 49.0%
B 227630 227254 0.2% 1.6%





We noticed that some instances have an empty core meaning that the solutions to these in-
stances are seen as non-stable. An empty core has been found in 21 out of 50 instances and
the results of the allocation methods have been divided between stable and non-stable solutions.
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Table 12: Comparison of the potential savings at the different ports when carriers act alone or collaborate.
Coalition Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4
v(A) + v(B) + v(C) 101896 87620 116018 115125
v(ABC) 90274 75014 106022 110422
Savings 11.4% 14.4% 8.6% 4.1%
Table 10 shows the average allocations of savings to each of the carriers across instances with
stable solutions. For each allocation method we display three columns, (i) the first column in-
dicates the cost allocation to the carrier when being part of the grand coalition, (ii) the second
column computes the percentual savings compared with the carrier’s standalone cost and (iii) the
third column shows the percentage of the overall savings allocated to each carrier. Both alloca-
tion methods show that significant savings can be achieved by all of the carriers involved. Table
11 shows the average solutions for the Shapley value method for the instances with an empty
core. The reason having an empty core is when a subset coalition achieves better savings than
when forming part of the grand coalition (Equation (45)). For example, in some instances we
find v(AC) < xA + xC . Player C can benefit significantly from collaborating with player A as
the priority of player A prevails. This can translate in a worse planning for player B. In some
cases, this trade-off can result in player C achieving more savings when being part of AC rather
than of ABC. Regardless of the core being empty, the results show that, in average, all carriers
would save costs being part of the grand coalition. In fact, player A, which in theory may be the
least interested in engaging in such grand coalitions due to its high priority at all ports, achieves
significant savings.
In this cooperative game, only the carriers are seen as players, however, the potential savings
for the terminals have also been analysed. We consider the handling cost and delays (e.g. demur-
rage) as the main costs for the terminal and are the ones used in this analysis. In reality, such a
sharp differentiation may not be too realistic and a more detailed analysis of the costs associated
with both the terminal and carrier would be an interesting future study.
A cost comparison is shown for port terminals in Table 12. In this case, the terminal costs
are compared between two scenarios: the grand coalition and the standalone planning of each
carrier. The results display that an overall collaboration will affect positively to the terminals
with savings up to 14.4%. It can be noticed that the savings for port 4 are smaller than the rest.
One explanation for this could be the structure of the time windows in the instances. For the
benchmark instances containing four ports, the operational time window of the last port is larger
than the rest. This large time window can be used as buffer for ships and allows most of the ships
to use their preferred berthing positions without incurring on a delay. It should also be noticed
that only 24 out of the 50 instances contain four ports which may increase the variability of the
results.
7. Conclusions and future work
A novel solution method based on a GSPP formulation has been presented for the MPBAP.
The method exploits a graph formulation for defining the berthing plan of a ship along its route.
This, combined together with delayed column generation, additional valid inequalities and sym-
metry breaking constraints results in an efficient algorithm able to find optimal or near-optimal
solutions to wide range of instances outperforming the capacity of commercial solvers.
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In addition, the graph formulation adds flexibility as many additional constraints can be easily
integrated with simple alterations in the graph. For instance, a finer discretization of the berthing
positions would allow to approximate the continuous version of the MPBAP better. Considering
a continuous berth is a more realistic approach and allows to increase the usage of the quay.
Transhipments are also an important aspect of the operations at port and the fulfillment of them
are crucial in some cases (e.g. when transporting perishable food). Our model could eventually
account for that by limiting the time window of the ships involved in the transhipment and penal-
izing late arrivals of the incoming ship or too early departures of the outgoing ship. Nevertheless,
this could be better modelled if the relative arrival and departure times are considered. That case
is harder to incorporate in the presented model and it would require additional constraints for
each transhipment in the RMP. The transit times between ports could be further improved by
considering the time needed to enter and leave the port which is usually performed at a slower
speed (Reinhardt et al., 2016).
The instances solved reflect the size of real-life scenarios to a large extent. However, some
of the instance parameters could be further improved. This comprises improving the size of the
vessel time windows, having different routes for the ships, different amount of berthing positions
per port and different ship types.
A natural extension of the problem could be to integrate the berth allocation with the quay
crane assignment problem (QAP). Studies such as Iris et al. (2015) and Iris et al. (2017) have
already shown the effectiveness of heuristic and exact methods based on a GSPP formulation for
the integrated problem in one terminal.
Last but not least, the benefits for both ship carriers and terminal operators is verified defin-
ing a cooperative game and using profit allocation methods to distribute the savings of such
collaboration fairly. Even if small coalitions of carriers may provide better individual savings in
some cases than as part of a grand coalition (i.e. cases with an empty core), this supports the
underlying concept that collaborative mechanisms can be cost-effective. All in all, the study of
a cooperative game strengthens the viability of such a decision tool and can encourage carriers
and port operators to involve in collaborative schemes.
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Appendix A. Reduced cost computation including valid inequalities (33)
We denote βn,p,bt1,t2 to the dual variable of constraint (33) for ship n ∈ N, port p ∈ P, berth
b ∈ Bp and times t1, t2 ∈ [sp,b; ep,b], t1 < t2 and let β̄
n,p,b
t1,t2 be its value for the RMP solution. Let
w(p, b, t) ∈ O be the graph node related to berthing at port p ∈ P at position b ∈ Bp at time t ∈
[sp,b; ep,b] and let Φ = {(n, p, b, t1, t2)} be the set of constraints (33) added to the RMP denoted by
(n, p, b, t1, t2) elements where n ∈ N, p ∈ P, b ∈ Bp and t1, t2 ∈ [sp,b; ep,b], t1 < t2. Additionally,
let Φ(k, p, b, t) ⊆ Φ be the set of valid inequalities that include arcs from the graph node w(p, b, t)
for a given ship k. By definition the range of nodes for each ship within a valid inequality differ
if k = n or k , n. Therefore we denote Φk=n(k, p, b, t),Φk,n(k, p, b, t) ⊆ Φ(k, p, b, t) to the
subset of cuts (n, p, b, t1, t2) where k = n and k , n respectively, that together form the entire set
Φ(k, p, b, t) = Φk=n(k, p, b, t) ∪ Φk,n(k, p, b, t) and are defined mathematically as follows:
Φk=n(k, p, b, t) =
{
(n, p, b, t1, t2)|k = n,w(p, b, t) ∈
⋃
t∈[t1;t2]
C(k, p, b, t)
}
Φk,n(k, p, b, t) =
{
(n, p, b, t1, t2)|k , n,w(p, b, t) ∈ C(k, p, b, t1) ∩C(k, p, b, t2)
}
The computation of the reduced cost ĉ j for column j of ship k ∈ N is updated as follows:














Appendix B. Adaption of the proposed valid inequality considering berth types
Proposition 2. Given two time instants t1, t2 ∈ [sp,k, ep,k) where t1 < t2 and a port p ∈ P, berth
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Proof. Constraint (34) has been adapted from constraint (30) which is a direct translation from
constraint (26) from the network-flow formulation. Therefore, constraint (34) can be formulated






xmi, j ≤ β
k ∀p ∈ P, k ∈ Kp, t ∈ [sp,k; ep,k)
where the C(m, p, k, t) defines the set of nodes for ship m ∈ N that are in conflict with time
t ∈ [sp,k; ep,k) in berth type k ∈ Kp of port p ∈ P. Based on this definition, the intersection set
C(m, p, k, t1) ∩ C(m, p, k, t2) directly defines the set of nodes for ship m that are in conflict with
both time instants t1 and t2. Constraint (34) indicates that at most βk (i.e. number of berths of
type k ∈ Bk) arcs can be chosen out of the nodes from the sets C(m, p, k, t) of all ships m ∈ N
and, therefore, the same applies to the intersection set C(m, p, k, t1)∩C(m, p, k, t2). Based on the
premise that each ship can only berth in one position, we can relax the requirement of being in
conflict with both t1 and t2 for a single ship n and only require it to be in conflict with t1 or t2.
In practice, this means, on one hand, that if ship n berths at a period covering t1 or t2, then, at
most βk − 1 ships m ∈ N\{n} can berth in a period covering both t1 and t2. On the other hand, if
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βk ships m ∈ N\{n} are berthing at times whose periods cover t1 and t2, then ship n is not able
to berth at a period covering t1 or t2. The relaxed node interval for ship n can be defined as the
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k
∀p ∈ P, k ∈ Kp, n ∈ N, t1, t2 ∈ [sp,k, ep,k), t1 < t2
Based on the assumption that a berthing period cannot be discontinued, the intersection set
C(m, p, k, t1) ∩ C(m, p, k, t2) for any ship is not only in conflict with times t1 and t2 but with all
the time instants in the period [t1; t2]. Therefore the interval for ship n can be expanded to the
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∀p ∈ P, k ∈ Kp, n ∈ N, t1, t2 ∈ [sp,k, ep,k), t1 < t2
Appendix C. Additional computational results
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Table C.13: Number of nodes and arcs in graph G for each of the instances. An horizontal line is used to indicate
the separation between the set of benchmark instances by Venturini et al. (2017) and the newly generated set of harder
instances.
Instance Graph size Instance Graph size
N-B-P-TW Nodes Arcs N-B-P-TW Nodes Arcs
4-3-3-L 1,621 44,989 4-4-4-T 3,948 1,239,853
5-3-3-L 2,711 1,669,872 5-4-4-T 3,948 1,498,010
6-3-3-L 2,711 2,353,886 6-4-4-T 3,948 1,318,353
6-3-4-L 5,414 8,659,488 12-5-3-T 3,217 2,572,191
10-4-4-L 7,218 25,069,050 12-6-3-T 3,860 3,586,436
10-4-3-L 3,614 6,583,065 10-5-4-T 5,722 8,069,850
4-4-4-L 6,418 5,631,290 15-10-4-T 8,870 25,003,591
5-4-4-L 6,418 8,436,182 20-10-3-T 5,120 11,456,682
6-4-4-L 6,418 10,062,500 20-12-3-T 6,826 21,299,213
12-5-3-L 4,517 12,072,289 25-12-3-L 7,226 65,709,632
10-6-3-L 5,420 15,698,842 25-12-3-T 6,826 26,586,128
11-6-3-L 5,420 15,640,325 12-5-4-L 9,022 45,812,954
12-6-3-L 5,420 17,117,528 12-5-4-T 5,722 9,550,769
10-5-4-L 9,022 38,507,345 30-12-3-L 7,226 78,917,800
15-10-3-L 5,420 21,596,125 30-12-3-T 6,826 31,947,951
15-12-3-L 7,226 37,072,022 20-12-4-L 15,638 171,445,244
15-10-4-L 12,430 76,196,427 20-12-4-T 11,158 56,721,679
20-10-3-L 5,420 28,790,640 15-8-4-L 14,434 144,240,102
20-12-3-L 7,226 52,608,061 15-8-4-T 9,154 29,624,264
4-3-3-T 1,621 229,372 25-12-4-L 15,638 214,550,093
5-3-3-T 2,711 2,696,410 25-12-4-T 11,158 70,841,345
6-3-3-T 2,711 2,538,662 30-15-4-L 16,541 300,541,288
6-3-4-T 3,464 2,307,063 30-15-4-T 11,801 98,992,726
10-4-4-T 4,618 6,633,974 40-15-3-L 8,129 133,728,684
10-4-3-T 2,614 1,825,953 40-15-3-T 7,679 54,138,993
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Table C.14: Results of solution methods with alternative branching strategies. The underlying algorithm is a branch-
and-cut-and-price where cutting is only allowed at the root node. ”*” means the time limit of 3 hours and 18 minutes
has been reached.
Instance Best first on single graph node Strong branching on berth time Best first on berth position
N-B-P-TW LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s) LB Z Gap (%) T (s)
4-3-3-L 187600 187600 0.00 0.3 187600 187600 0.00 0.2 187600 187600 0.00 0.3
5-3-3-L 259300 259300 0.00 9.8 259300 259300 0.00 9.9 259300 259300 0.00 9.6
6-3-3-L 259720 259720 0.00 0.9 259720 259720 0.00 0.9 259720 259720 0.00 1.0
6-3-4-L 404430 404480 0.01 * 404480 404480 0.00 110.7 404283 404480 0.05 *
10-4-4-L 648362 649500 0.18 * 649500 649500 0.00 4240.6 647964 650500 0.24 *
10-4-3-L 426803 428100 0.30 * 428100 428100 0.00 461.1 426671 428700 0.33 *
4-4-4-L 243120 243120 0.00 1.8 243120 243120 0.00 1.4 243120 243120 0.00 2.2
5-4-4-L 298100 298100 0.00 2.3 298100 298100 0.00 1.9 298100 298100 0.00 2.3
6-4-4-L 356780 356980 0.06 * 356980 356980 0.00 35.3 356893 356980 0.02 *
12-5-3-L 505773 506440 0.13 * 506440 506440 0.00 539.8 505080 511340 0.27 *
10-6-3-L 410367 411000 0.06 * 410600 410600 0.00 59.8 410571 410600 0.01 *
11-6-3-L 448770 449160 0.09 * 449160 449160 0.00 89.8 448533 449220 0.14 *
12-6-3-L 485060 486040 0.16 * 485840 485840 0.00 447.1 484949 486040 0.18 *
10-5-4-L 621686 622285 0.10 * 622285 622285 0.00 955.3 620087 625420 0.35 *
15-10-3-L 601017 601200 0.03 * 601200 601200 0.00 226.1 601200 601200 0.00 9.2
15-12-3-L 597800 597800 0.00 2.2 597800 597800 0.00 2.1 597800 597800 0.00 2.4
15-10-4-L 852093 852100 0.00 * 852100 852100 0.00 203.4 852100 852100 0.00 31.0
20-10-3-L 804421 804800 0.05 * 804520 804800 0.03 * 804421 804800 0.05 *
20-12-3-L 796400 796400 0.00 76.1 796400 796400 0.00 68.8 796400 796400 0.00 *
4-3-3-T 205940 205940 0.00 0.8 205940 205940 0.00 0.6 205940 205940 0.00 12.3
5-3-3-T 265755 265755 0.00 1.4 265755 265755 0.00 1.6 265755 265755 0.00 1.4
6-3-3-T 346653 346765 0.03 * 346765 346765 0.00 9.3 346765 346765 0.00 10.9
6-3-4-T 728705 728705 0.00 6.2 728705 728705 0.00 6.6 728705 728705 0.00 6.1
10-4-4-T 1212230 1212230 0.00 58.0 1212230 1212230 0.00 119.7 1212016 1212230 0.02 *
10-4-3-T 744865 744865 0.00 14.4 744865 744865 0.00 91.1 744865 744865 0.00 21.2
4-4-4-T 273695 273695 0.00 2.0 273695 273695 0.00 2.3 273695 273695 0.00 2.1
5-4-4-T 357815 357870 0.02 * 357870 357870 0.00 49.0 357323 357870 0.15 *
6-4-4-T 399043 399115 0.02 * 399115 399115 0.00 45.3 398496 399115 0.15 *
12-5-3-T 505871 507840 0.11 * 506440 506440 0.00 391.5 505080 511940 0.27 *
12-6-3-T 493644 494600 0.19 * 494600 494600 0.00 296.2 493036 494900 0.32 *
10-5-4-T 732260 732260 0.00 33.6 732260 732260 0.00 51.5 732165 732260 0.01 *
15-10-4-T 986122 986745 0.05 * 986640 986640 0.00 84.9 986168 986640 0.05 *
20-10-3-T 1089000 1089500 0.05 * 1089433 1089500 0.01 * 1089469 1089500 0.00 *
20-12-3-T 1066500 1066500 0.00 75.9 1066500 1066500 0.00 100.3 1066500 1066500 0.00 58.4
Average 0.0479 0.0012 0.0770
25-12-3-L 1002200 1002400 0.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 * 1002200 1002400 0.02 *
25-12-3-T 1371803 1372000 0.01 * 1371803 1372000 0.01 * 1371803 1372000 0.01 *
12-5-4-L 754885 759160 0.55 * 757800 759160 0.17 * 752953 762660 0.81 *
12-5-4-T 902040 909395 0.64 * 907805 907805 0.00 2940.3 901428 912875 0.70 *
30-12-3-L 1206178 1206600 0.03 * 1206178 1206600 0.03 * 1206200 1206600 0.03 *
30-12-3-T 1681264 1681640 0.02 * 1681248 1681640 0.02 * 1681248 1681640 0.02 *
20-12-4-L 1133520 1133800 0.02 * 1133800 1133800 0.00 3973.0 1133515 1133800 0.03 *
20-12-4-T 2290710 2291095 0.02 * 2291095 2291095 0.00 224.2 2290565 2291095 0.02 *
15-8-4-L 888139 889900 0.15 * 889500 889500 0.00 2290.9 889500 889500 0.00 7667.3
15-8-4-T 1040666 1043065 0.21 * 1042820 1042820 0.00 1613.3 1042820 1042820 0.14 809.18
25-12-4-L 1426795 1428000 0.08 * 1427190 1428000 0.06 * 1426831 1428600 0.08 *
25-12-4-T 2676965 2679360 0.09 * 2678507 2679360 0.03 * 2676520 2679905 0.11 *
30-15-4-L 1703409 1703800 0.01 * 1703421 1703600 0.01 * 1703413 1703800 0.01 *
30-15-4-T 2047883 2051500 0.16 * 2048221 2051470 0.14 * 2048263 2051570 0.14 *
40-15-3-L 1609060 1609200 0.01 * 1609060 1609200 0.01 * 1609060 1609200 0.01 *
40-15-3-T 2249403 2250640 0.02 * 2249403 2250140 0.02 * 2249403 2250500 0.02 *
Average 0.1285 0.0334 0.1262
Optimal solutions 15/50 37/50 17/50
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